President's Message...

Hello TJCCNA!!

Things in America are starting to reopen. We hope our brothers and sisters in Canada will soon be returning to the somewhat new normal. And while we are now enjoying our regained normalcy, let’s be sure to support those in Taiwan who are now faced with COVID dangers (again).

Even though the 17th term is winding down, we are not dormant. Jack Wu our Vice SG and I represented TJCCNA as part of the TCCNA WHO Delegation to Washington D.C., where we met local movers and shakers to discuss Taiwan’s inclusion to the WHO. We also met with Hsiao Bi-khim - Taiwan’s Ambassador to the U.S.

I was fortunate enough to then meet our New York chapter and some of their Senior
supporters in Flushing for dinner. Thank You to our New York President Sylvia and our NA Vice SG Andy for the warm invite!

As we reopen slowly and safely, we are able to meet with more local chapters. Earlier this week, our Los Angeles chapter President Cynthia and her team hosted Sammy our NA SG, Jack and myself for a fun (and song) filled dinner. Our Orange County chapter President Mike and I also hosted the same guests at Newport Beach.

Another exciting news - we will have another region (re)joining us very soon! San Diego seniors have relaunched their Junior chapter. They will gain Observer status for the remainder of the 17th term and should be able to join as a full fledged local chapter by the 18th term. Let’s be sure to warmly welcome San Diego to our NA Family!

Some important things to keep in mind… our 17-3 meeting will take place on June 12. Please ALL 17th Term BOD SHOULD ATTEND! As well, our candidates running for the NA President and World President positions will be offering their candidacy statements soon. Be sure to look out for these announcements via email and LINE!

Let’s EXCEL by wrapping up this term STRONG and BUILD up for the 18th!

Happy Memorial long weekend. Love and Thunder!

Danny

**Secretary-General’s Message...**

Hello everyone!

As we are approaching the end of the 17th term, it is time for us to start planning our next and last BOD of the term! In case you haven’t seen the announcement, our last BOD meeting will happen on 6/12! Please register at www.tjccna.org/events by 6/1!

Hope everyone is staying healthy and have at least scheduled for or received the first dose of the vaccine!
Event Recap

5/15/21 – TJCCLA
#LetTaiwanHelp X TACCLA

5/25/21 – TJCCLA
Welcome Dinner
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